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BULLDOG BREED CLUBS AND SHOWS  

Club Secretaries details are on the Bulldog Breed Council website: 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

Bath & Western Bulldog Club  

Open Show  

Date: Saturday 23rd April 2022 

Judge:  Mr Martin Jones 

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 25th September 2022 

Judge: Mrs Alicia Salkheld 

            

Birmingham & Midland Counties Bulldog Club 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 5th December 2021 

Judge: Mrs Kimberley Nealings (Neptunebull) 

Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS    

 

Open Show:  

Date: Thursday 5th May 2022  

Judge: Ms Rachel Collie  

Venue: County Showground, Stafford ST18 0BD     

 
Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 4th December  2022 

Judge: Ms Emily Tearle  

Venue: Willenhall Chart WV13 2NS    

 

Blackpool & Fylde Bulldog Club  

Open Show:   

Date: Friday 24th June 2022 

Judge: Mrs Claire Parker 

 

Open Show 

Date:  Saturday 8th October 2022 

Judge:  TBA 

Bulldog Day UK  

Date: Sunday 5th June 2022 

Venue: Newark Showground NG24 2NY  

Annual event for all Bulldog lovers with prof-

its going to Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming 

Trust.  Fun classes, doggy shopping experi-

ence and    advice.  But most of all  FUN 

with your Bulldog  

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x228752005738385428&id=YN1029x228752005738385428&q=Willenhall+Chart&name=Willenhall+Chart&cp=52.58504104614258%7e-2.0573055744171143&ppois=52.58504104614258_-2.0573055744171143_Willenhall+Chart
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x228752005738385428&id=YN1029x228752005738385428&q=Willenhall+Chart&name=Willenhall+Chart&cp=52.58504104614258%7e-2.0573055744171143&ppois=52.58504104614258_-2.0573055744171143_Willenhall+Chart
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Bulldog Club of Scotland 

Open Show   

Date: Sunday 8th May 2022 

Judge:  Mrs Amanda George 

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 22nd October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Carol Freshney 

Bulldog Club Incorporated 

Championship Show   

Date: Saturday 5th March 2022 

Judge:  Mrs. Liz Cartledge 

 

Open Show & Bulldog of the Year 

Date: Saturday  26th November 2022 

Judge: Mr Tom McCash 

British Bulldog Club 

 

Open Show & Gold Medal Puppy Competition:   

Date: Sunday 17th July 2022 

Open Show Judge:  Mr Vincente Moles 

Venue: Shirland Village Hall Main Road Shirland Derbyshire DE55 6BB  

 

Championship Show   

Date: Sunday 20th November 2022 

Judge:  Mrs Sonia Saxon (Bagibeli) 

Venue: Royal Court Hotel, Tamworth Road, Coventry, CV7 8JG    

  

Bulldog Club of Wales 

Championship Show 

Date: Sunday 13th February 2022 

Judge:  Mr T Tuesley 

Venue:  Grange Leisure and Community Centre Grange Drive, Swindon. 

SN3 4JY  

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 5th October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Rita Simoncsik 
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    London Bulldog Society 

Championship Show  

Date: 16th January 2022  

Judge: Ryan Rodgers (Balushi) 

Venue: Bracknell Leisure Centre Bagshot Road, Bracknell RG12 

9SE  

Open Show 

Date: 12th June  2022 

Judge: Steve Parker   

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU  

 

Limit Show  

Date: 23rd October 2022 

Judge: Sue Sibbick 

Venue Larkfield Village Hall New Hythe Lane, Larkfield ME20 6PU  

 

 

 

Junior Bulldog Club 

2 x Open Shows 

Date: Sunday 3rd April 

Judges:  Ms Terrie Philipps 

                Mrs Emma Lee 

 

Championship Show 

Date:  Saturday 15th October 2022 

Judge : Mrs Ann Waters 

East Midlands Bulldog Club 

Open Show  

Date: Sunday 3rd April 2022 

Judge: Mr  David Martinez 

 

Championship Show:  

Date: Sunday 9th October 2022 

Judge: Mr Dave Tanner 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1064x196476108&id=YN1064x196476108&q=Larkfield+Village+Hall&name=Larkfield+Village+Hall&cp=51.30651092529297%7e0.4411099851131439&ppois=51.30651092529297_0.4411099851131439_Larkfield+Village+Hall
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1064x196476108&id=YN1064x196476108&q=Larkfield+Village+Hall&name=Larkfield+Village+Hall&cp=51.30651092529297%7e0.4411099851131439&ppois=51.30651092529297_0.4411099851131439_Larkfield+Village+Hall
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Northern Ireland Bulldog Club  

 

 

DETAILS OF 2022 SHOWS COMING SOON 

Northern Bulldog Club 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

Date: Saturday 22nd January 2022 

Judge:  Mr Steve Bragger 

Venue: Stafford Showground 

Judging of NBC will commence directly after Manchester Championship 

Show Bulldogs finish  

Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club: 

Manchester & Counties Bulldog Club will celebrate 125 years 

We truly hope everyone can join us in the celebration  
 
Venue: Holiday Inn Runcorn  
 
Date: Saturday 5th February 2022 
Championship Show : 
Judges - Isgraig Bulldogs 
Dogs: Bill Roberts  
Bitches:  Shelia Roberts 
Referee: Brenda Price  
 
Saturday Evening (Tickets Available) 
Fancy Dress   Ball Gown Masquerade 125yrs Party Celebration  
 
Sunday 6th February 2022 
Open Show : 
Judge Luca Bisignano 
 
We hope everyone can join us to celebrate the club’s 125 years. 
 
Limit Show : 
Date: Saturday 7th May 2022 
Judge:  Mrs Alina Neiman 
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Northumberland & Durham Bulldog Club  

Limit Show:  

Date: Sunday 31st July 2022 

Judge: Mr Stephen Lee 

 

Championship Show:    

Date: Friday 16th September 2022 

Judge Mr Paul Reynolds 

Following Darlington Championshio Show 

 

Open Show 

Date:  Sunday 13th November 2022 

Judge: Mrs Victoria Paul 

Plymouth Devon & Cornwall Bulldog Club 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday 1st May 2022 

Judge:  Mr David  Bell, (Pendlebriar) 

Venue: Kentisbeare Village Hall Kentisbeare. EX15 2AB  

 

Open Show:  

Date: Sunday August 7 2022  

Judge: Ms Ewa Larsson, (Britisher) 

Venue Utility Day Paignton & District Fanciers Association Westpoint 

Arena Clyst St Mary, Exeter EX5 1DJ   

 

Pennines Bulldog Club  

Championship Show   

Date: Sunday 27th March 2022 

Judge: Ms Katherine Kenyon 

 

Closing  19th February 2022 

Open Show 

Date: Sunday 6th October 2022 

Judge: Mrs Karen Takarangi 

https://www.bing.com/maps?&ty=18&q=Westpoint%20Exeter&satid=id.sid%3A3db91631-0baa-4718-0514-fcfac9451720&ppois=50.71299743652344_-3.4406299591064453_Westpoint%20Exeter_~&cp=50.712997~-3.44063&v=2&sV=1
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Yorkshire Bulldog Club  

Open Show 

Date: Saturday 11th June 2022 

Judge: Mr Chris Bracken 

Championship Show 

Date: Saturday 19th November 2022 

Judge:  Miss Brenda Price 

South of England Bulldog Society 

Championship Show:  

Date: Saturday 4th June 2022  

Judge Mr Ralph Taylor  

 

Open show:   

Date: Sunday 28th August 2022  

Judge:  Mrs Hayley Dodwell  
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“The Bulldog Club of Scotland founded 1926, was formed by the amalgamation of 4 old   

established clubs: the Scottish Bulldog Club (1896), Edinburgh Bulldog Club (1907),      

Forfarshire Bulldog Club (1907) and the Glasgow Bulldog Club (1917).  

 

From the start until during 1930’s the shows that were held were for members only. How-

ever, membership was not restricted to a specified area. Among the members in 1930’s 

were leading breeders from England and Ireland also.  

 

After the war the club held a very successful open show. But it appeared to stay dormant 
until June 1970, when interest was re-awakened and a meeting at Ingliston in Edinburgh 
was held to re-start the club. Mrs Creedy was named The Hon Secretary at the meeting, 
and Mrs P Smith who is our current president of the Club was an active committee member 
at the time.  

The Hon Secretary then became the teenager, John Macdonald running 2 a shows year, 
but his interested was curtailed when he got married.”  

(From  Marjorie Barnard’s Book, ‘The 20th century Bulldog’ ) 

 

Susan Rowe was secretary for 17 years. In her time as secretary, she was involved in the 
first championship the club ran in 1999. The judge was Mr Earl Kenyon. Sue’s husband   
Arthur followed on her role for a further five years.  

 

This then saw Lynda McCash take over the reins for eight years.  

 

Rachel McCormick following the AGM held 2017 took on the position of Secretary and re-
mains in that position now. We also have a great Chairman Thomas McCash who has  
supported the club for many years.  

 

The bulldog Club of Scotland is very grateful to have great friendly group of Officers and 
Committee which give so much time to the club and have done for many years. We are al-
so very proud to have 4 ‘A List’ judges within our committee that bring a great deal of 
knowledge.    
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The Bulldog Club of Scotland Currently holds 2 shows each year.  

On the odd years we hold 1 Open Show & 1 Championship Show and on the even years 2 Open 

Shows.  

Our Open Shows have been held at Gretna Green but from next year we are trying a new venue just 

a few miles away at Middlebie. These venues have great access to those travelling as held very close 

to the M6/M74.  

Currently we hold our Championship shows Barony College in Dumfries again with good access from 

M6/M74. 

In 2023 we are going to trial running our Championship Show alongside the Scottish Kennel Club May 

Championship which will give exhibitors 2 CC Shows in one day at the Royal Highland Show. We look 

forward to seeing how that works for the club and the exhibitors.  

From 2024 we are absolutely over the moon to have been granted by The Kennel Club to hold a 

Championship Show every year for 4 years from 2024 to which we also hold 1 Open show that year 

as well.  

As club we currently Sponsor Bulldog Class at the Scottish Utility Breeds Club, to which there are 2 

shows held each year. This is a great for us to be able to put forward the names of new and upcoming 

judges so they can be given the opportunity to either start or continue there judging career in our won-

derful breed.  

We also donate each year to support the good work of the Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming.  

 

Some Pictures from our previous Shows 

2019 Championship 

Show  
2021 Championship 

Show  
May 2018 Open Show  

With thanks to our serving officers and committee, Mr 

& Mrs Rowe & Mrs P Smith for their input 
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MANCHESTER & COUNTIES BULLDOG CLUB 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW & AWARDS EVENING 

Saturday 30th October 2021 

Judges Mrs Lorraine Watkins (Dogs) 

Mr Paul Moody (Bitches) 

The officers & committee would like to thank everyone for attending our Championship Show 
& Awards evening ..it was really well turned out and lovely atmosphere. 
 
Huge congratulations to all winners and exhibitors on their results—well done. 
 
Thank you to judges Paul Moody and Lorraine Watkins hope you enjoyed your day. 
 
I personally would like to thank all the hardworking officers & committee for their hard work 
making the show & awards possible.  
 
We have had some wonderful feedback so well done  
 
Huge Thank You to Andy Saxon for hosting the awards the awards for a 2nd time. 
 
Emma Simpson (Secretary) 

BIS & DCC The Crown of the 
Bulldog Carte D’or  

RBIS & RDCC Ch Happy & 
Glorious Hennessy  

BCC Belstock Papa don’t 
Preach 

 

RBCC Starbornbullies        
Bubbles at Mellowmood  

BPIS Goodbull Maddieora 
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The officers & committee would like to thank everyone for attending our annual recognition awards .. it 
was really lovely atmosphere & evening enjoyed by all attending. 
 
Huge congratulations to all nominees and winners, we had hundreds of votes so making the final 4 
nominations you should be very proud and very deserved. 
 
I personally would like to thank all the hardworking officers & committee for there hardwork making 
this possible we have received lovely comments about how well run it was so well done to everyone..  
 
Our host for the evening Andy Saxon who did an amazing job and Tony Darmanin for presenting the 
Lifetime achievement awards for us. 
 
 

Evening Award Winners 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MANCHESTER & COUNTIES BULLDOG CLUB 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW & AWARDS EVENING 

Saturday 30th October 2021 

Lifetime Achievement Award:  
 
Carol & Ron Newman (Wencar) 
Bill & Shelia Roberts ( Isgraig) 
Brenda Price ( Eclusham) 
Jean & Peter Booth (Hobtop) 

Lifetime Contribution to the Breed:  
 
Arthur & Susan Rowe  
Tony Darmanin  
Anna Strowger  

Unsung Hero:  
 
Eileen Aldridge  

Best Breed Club of the Year: 
 
The Pennines Bulldog Club  

Secretary of the Year 
 
Susan Jay  

Exhibitor of the Year  
 
Victoria Paul  

Photographer of the Year  
 
Steve & Sue Sibbick  

Funniest Photo  
 
Glynn Payne  

Special Roving Reporter of the Year  
 
Victoria Paul  

Thank you to everyone who attended  
We look forward to seeing you all in February  
 
Emma Simpson (Club Secretary) 
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The Bulldog Breed Council Health Scheme From Roots to Now.  

 

I’m having some thoughts about the Health Scheme, having heard many ‘throw away’ 

comments from people who do not know the history or evolvement of it.  It is very easy to 

be critical when not knowing how we arrived at this place, so I thought I would try to       

explain. 

Early attempts at a Health Certificate were made by George Robinson, from the Man-

chester  Bulldog Club together with Ron Jones, and Dr Nattrass. 

They tried hard to involve everyone within the Breed Council, and indeed there are       

documents showing how they hoped to get it established, but it failed, as at that time no- 

one was listening to them. However, they did a lot of work to try to improve Bulldog 

health . 

Several years passed and along came me, a breeder of lots of other animals and a 

farmer’s daughter. I attended meetings of the Breed Council, representing the Blackpool 

Bulldog Club. I was considered a relative newcomer to Bulldogs in some eyes, however I 

got to hear of lots of problems in the breed and pet people feeling let down by their bull-

dog breeders. 

I met up with Dr Nattrass who was also very interested in health and Robin Searle then 

Breed Council Chairman who thought we should reinstate a Health Committee. 

This was done and the vet, Peter Janes, was recruited and we began working on a Health 

Certificate as a breeding tool. This was met by much opposition. Breeders didn’t want it 

nor saw a need for it. The climate about dog health was very different, it wasn’t on every-

one’s agenda but we all battled on . 

We developed the original Certificate; basic but with the idea that people would use it   

voluntarily.  Particular emphasis was given to new people to outline where they should 

look so as to not double up on issues that could be passed to puppies. 

At the time we soon realised that to have a consistent vets’ view we would have to use 

vets whom bulldoggers respected because the number of mis-diagnosis in the general 

veterinary practices was high. [This unfortunately has not changed much.]  

This bought about a whole new problem because vets with ‘big’ clients were reluctant to 

upset and possibly lose them, by recording anything which was less than perfect on their 

certificates. [We met a vet who confided that he had lost several clients through honestly 

recording what he found on that first certificate] 

We could not have a pass or fail because the opinions of the vets didn’t match up. We 

had huge criticism because we would not implement the vets to do that, because we 

wanted it to be fair and to be honest. Vets’ opinions are not at all in ‘tune’ over bulldogs. 

HEALTH CORNER 
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Lots of Bulldoggers declared it wasn’t worth doing and criticised it at every opportunity.  

At this point the Pedigree Dogs exposed film was broadcast and the whole pedigree dog 

world was brought into the limelight. All at once our doubters and detractors realised we had 

the bones in place ahead of the demands of the KC. 

The first health scheme was up and running …and many other breeds used our scheme as a 

model.  So we did, at last, prove our worth and it’s that which has been built upon . 

Leiza Handley had a French Bulldog interest, and she was impressed by how the peer   

pressure put on French Bulldog breeders got them involved in the testing and achieving 

higher levels, so she suggested we look at the way that method was implemented.  

We all researched and looked at it, and after a lot of deliberation, we brought in the Health 

Scheme we have now. 

It was debated and passed by the clubs because unlike the time of the first scheme, the 

Kennel Club had put Bulldogs on their High Profile Scheme and having a Health Scheme 

was obligatory.  

To get around individual vets’ differing opinions we carefully laid out a criteria to be met. 

The vet records what he finds and he adds his comments to the certificate. 

The Bulldog Breed Council Health Committee decided what would be a pass, but to give an 

even greater chance, it was decided  that if a vet recorded an issue we would ask the owner 

to take a more specialised consultation; there then could be a chance of reconsideration on 

more evidence. This has worked well. 

We just offered Bronze and Silver and tested the data collection on these two levels, putting 

off what we could do as a Gold level until we had these up and running. 

Tony  Darmanin, then Breed Council Chairman, instigated a change to the certificate to 

Health and Conformation so that all K C Registered bulldogs could obtain Bronze.  

The Kennel Club wanted to collect data on the whole bulldog population, however by adding  

Conformation to the Certificate, obtaining Silver could only be possible for Bulldogs 

bred to the Breed Standard. 

The adding of the Gold level, and finding meaningful testing to achieve it has proved very 

difficult. It was never intended that we would automatically get Gold if we got Silver; it was 

meant to be a high level of achievement. 

Unfortunately (or fortunately depending on how you look at it), the Bulldog does not suffer a 

high incidence of DNA testable diseases,  HUU is the only test we have that has a reliable 

result .  

 

HEALTH CORNER 
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A quick look at  other breeds shows that most have several hereditary conditions. They there-

fore have in place schemes with a list of conditions they are able to test for and are able to rid 

from their breeding stock. 

As I said, we haven’t got these and the other thing we didn’t want to do was ask people to put 

their dogs under anaesthetic unless they were scheduled for other reasons. We thought of add-

ing a star to any results that were sent to us with that level of testing. 

 

BRACHYCEPHALIC OBSTRUCTIVE AIRWAYS SYNDROME ‘BOAS’ SCHEME  

 

The point of the BOAS scheme is that the data that can be collected without putting the dogs 

under sedation gives irrefutable scientific evidence as to whether they have BOAS at all and, if 

so, to what degree.  

Although it is research based, the team at Cambridge have been working on this airways syn-

drome for 10 years and it is anticipated that they have at least 5 more years of work to carry on 

drawing data and information.  They are marrying up this data to DNA collection and hopefully 

this will, at some point, give clear information as to the incidence on the dogs we have today. 

Despite strong opposition to Brachycephalic (flat faced) breeds by the British Veterinary Associ-

ation and several other worldwide bodies, the information gleaned from the Cambridge research 

already disputes that one can recognise BOAS sufferers from looking at them, or by measuring 

the nose, as previously claimed by the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. They have       

evidence that this is not the case, which is helpful to us as a breed . 

It is found that bulldogs more commonly have throat issues and this also means that the threat 
to change standards to lengthen the Bulldog nose would not alter the incidence of BOAS in our 
breed. 
  
The incidence of BOAS in the bulldog study population at Cambridge was less than 50% and 

lower than the French Bulldogs and Pugs. 

There is no other way we can obtain this sort of Sscientifically trusted  data that cannot be      

disputed. Of the numbers of bulldogs bred in this country scarily only 30% of pedigree dogs are  

actually registered at the Kennel Club; the other 70% is out there, plus some imports,  visiting 

the vets filling their insurance claims, and adding fuel to the fire that the Bulldog is an unhealthy 

breed . 

There are thousands, yes thousands, of healthy bulldogs in the UK but us saying that is         

referred to as anecdotal evidence. Videos and photos are not what we can ‘prove’.   

For instance the age the dogs live to and recorded at the KC is 6 to 8 years . This is based on 

two surveys they carried out.  However we all know lots of bulldogs in double figures … but 

that’s viewed as anecdotal evidence. 

HEALTH CORNER 
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It has been suggested that we adopt the Dutch exercise test, but as we have seen throughout 

the years of our test, the vets are not in tune over what they perceive in the breed. Some may 

be lenient and some may be tough and at the end of the day it would be opinion based. 

Remember the UK has a huge population of Bulldogs, many more than the Scandinavian 

countries, whose numbers allow inspection of litters and stricter registration controls and that 

is how they have implemented their schemes.  This is not possible here in the UK due to the 

sheer volume bred and the ability to track unregistered dogs. 

This is setting out where we are now. 

The reason behind the criteria is to get the highest level of achievement in our breed, at the 

same time providing evidence that ALL bulldogs are not ill. ALL don’t have BOAS  even 

mildly. It is our only proof, that we can counter the claims being made by the veterinari-

ans world wide . 

The move by the Kennel Club and Cambridge University to create a Respiratory Function 

Grading Scheme is a massive leap for us to get our dogs tested and graded.  They are trying 

to train and keep all examiners on the same place and hymn sheet. This is used by us for our 

levels BUT it does not belong to the Breed Council as does our 3 level Health Scheme. 

Any questions can be answered via the Bulldog Breed Council Education Station Facebook 

site where it will be passed to our health committee, whose  membership consists of very ex-

perienced Bulldog owners and exhibitors. We now have 2 practicing vets from our list who are 

working in the day to day clinics and have hands on experience of the health issues as they 

arise . 

Thank you for reading this I hope it sheds some light amongst the newer owners . 

Vicky Collins-Nattrass  

Bulldog Breed Health Co-Oordinator  

HEALTH CORNER 
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HEALTH CORNER 

You will have read from Mrs Collins Nattrass’s article that In 2006 the Bulldog Breed Council 
Health certificate was first developed as a breeding tool. 
 
The aim was to identify health problems, so efforts could be made to help breeders and pet 
breeders not to breed two dogs sharing the same health problems or issues. It was meant to 
be particularly helpful to newcomers to the breed. 
 
As we move on to the present day, the Bulldog Breed Council is now revising their health    
Certificate to incorporate the Kennel Clubs Breed Watch Items.  The Bulldog is now one of the 
Kennel Clubs High Profile Breeds (Category 3) 
  
Particular points of concern for individual breeds may include features not specifically highlight-
ed in the breed standard including current issues. In some breeds, features may be listed 
which, if exaggerated, might potentially affect the breed in the future. 
 
Prior to 2014 the features listed below derived from a combination of health surveys, veterinary 
advice, a meeting of Kennel Club Group judges, feedback from judges at shows or consulta-
tion with individual breed club(s)/councils via the breed health coordinators. 
 
From 2014 the structure of Breed Watch allowed for a greater involvement by judges in the  
reporting on and monitoring of the points of concern.  
  
Aim of the new Bulldog Breed Council Health & Conformation Scheme is: 
 

To promote the health and wellbeing of the Bulldog. 

To promote healthy breeding practice. 

To enable data collection, to monitor current issues of the Breed and to compare with the past 
and to make improvements in the future. 

To Educate both Breeders and Pet Owners. To reward their participation in the scheme by 
achieving Bronze, Silver and Gold awards. 
  
What to do next 
  

All dogs to be Kennel Club Registered. 

All dogs to be microchipped or permanent tattoo. 

To purchase a Bulldog Breed Council Bronze Health Certificate. One payment of £5.00      
covers the cost of the Bronze, Silver and Gold.) 

On purchase you will have to supply the owners name and current address, the dogs Kennel 
Club Name and Registration number with date of birth and microchip/tattoo number.  

All certificates will be numbered, and all information will be kept by the Bulldog Breed Council 
Health administrator. 
 

To get all the information and forms, please go to the website: 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 
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SHOW REPORT 

PENNINES BULLDOG CLUB 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

SUNDAY 7TH NOVEMBER 2022 

 

I would firstly like to thank everybody who came and showed your support yesterday we couldn’t 
have done it with out you all.  
 
We were honoured to see Pat Davis, Ron Newman and his lovely family, Graham Williams, John 
Shirley and his lovely family all ring side. 
  
The three very wise men sat watching all day (David McHale, Andrew Brace, Dave Killilea). We 
were delighted you all attended and enjoyed your day. 
  
Massive thanks to Carl Nagington for been our stand in—serving everyone all day. 
 
Massive thanks to Claire and Andrew Bannister for all that they have done for us over the last two 
shows, and to Diana you are a star. The hog roast went down a treat thank you so much. 
 
A huge thank you to Lance Corporal Topliss for attending in uniform and giving that extra lovely 
touch to what we did. 
  
And our committee what can I say what a team we now have. So honoured to have each and every-
one of you on board couldn’t do it with out you guys. 

I think we cracked it  
 
And my other half David without the hours he puts in on the computer and behind the scenes and on 
the day we wouldn’t have half the stuff we do: (well infact any lo!) 
  
The newspaper was my idea. Back in July we were handed one in Skegness and as I was looking 
through it, I thought how good it would be for the show’ “Lets do one”  and there and then we both 
started looking for companies that print them.  And so his next nightmare began.  I don’t think he 
was to happy with all the work it brought as it was something he had never done before. He worked 
on it, on and off, from that day to the week before the show when we went to print.  Hours and hours 
he spent laying that out for the printers for us to have that extra something different and special.  
Thank you so much  
 
Last and not least:  Mr Frank Kane. Wow what a entry he brought in and what a show you put on.  
Hope you enjoyed your day. Thank you. 
  
 
 
Will see you all same place  
March the 27th 2022  
Judge Katherine Kenyon  
Thanks to each and everyone of you  

 
 
Denise Lees 
Club Secretary 

REMEMBERING OUR BULLDOG FRIENDS 
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SHOW REPORT 

PENNINES BULLDOG CLUB 

JUDGE: MR FRANK KANE (HIRONTOWER) 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

Winner of the Bitch CC & BOS, 

BELSTOCK PAPA DON’T 

Best In Show, THE CROWN OF 

THE BULLDOG CARTE D’OR.  

Reserve Best In Show and win-

ner of the Reserve Dog CC, Ch 

RICATORI REDESIGNED.  

Best Puppy In Show, the male 

RICATORI ULTRA EGO.  

Winner of the Reserve Bitch CC, 

JACKARHYS DIAMOND DUST.  

Best Veteran In Show, the male 

Ch RICATORI ROMAN KING.  
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Christmas Food Dogs Must Not Eat! 

Christmas is approaching, and what does that mean?  

FOOD – lots and lots of it.  

Tasty as it may be, many of us end up having left 
overs, and when those puppy dog eyes beckon us,  
it’s difficult to resist throwing sneaky scraps under the 
table to our lovable Bulldogs.  

We must bear in mind that not every food is okay for 
Bulldogs like it is for humans, here is a list of foods 
that may be harmful to your Bulldog over Christmas. 

· Chocolate 

· Onions 

· Poinsettia, Holly, Mistletoe, Pine Needles 

· Macadamia nuts 

· Christmas Cake 

· Mince Pies 

· Grapes and raisins 

· Alcohol 

· Coffee and caffeine 

· Avocados 

· Xylitol 

· Animal bones 

· Stone fruits 

· Antifreeze 

 

Of course, these are not the only foods and chemicals that Bulldog pawrents must be 

wary of, so if you are unsure about feeding your pets something, then please do a quick 

search online to save yourself and your pets pain and trouble! 

KEEP YOUR BULLY  SAFE THIS CHRISTMAS 
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BRITISH BULLDOG CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

SATURDAY 20TH NOVEMBER 2021 

JUDGE: MR KEVIN DAVIS (MYSTYLE) 

In the beautiful setting of the Royal Court Hotel, the British Bulldog Club was finally able to hold 

its 2020 Championship show, with Mr Kevin Davis judging a fantastic entry of 126 dogs. 

The room looked absolutely glorious resplendent with union jack flags, the committee looking 

extremely smart in black and white with blue scarves/ties, and the chief steward Mr Glynn 

Payne wearing his bow tie. 

This is the first show where a student judge has been mentored in the ring and both line-ups 

and Best in Show judging were live-fed to the internet. 

The show began with the National Anthem and the fun began. 

DOG CC & BEST IN SHOW 

Fat Puppy’s You’ve The Power  

owned by Mrs A & Mr J Ribas & Rey  

RESERVE DOG CC & RESERVE BEST 

IN SHOW 

The Crown Of The Bulldog Carte D’or 

Owned by Mr J Sanchez  Cara  

BITCH CC & BEST OPPOSITE SEX 

Belstock Papa Don’t Preach  

Owned by Messrs B G & S B, and Mrs 

B M Flatt  

RESERVE BITCH CC 

Desire Bullginebra  

Owned by Mr F V Rodriguez Luna  

BEST PUPPY 

Avaword Dottie 

Owned by Mrs A George 

BEST VETERAN 

Ch Fr Ch Int Ch Uk Ch D  

Happy and Glorious Hennessy  

Owned by Mrs S M & Mr B Pickering  
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BRITISH BULLDOG CLUB 

MEMORIAL EVENING  

Between the two Championship shows, the British Bulldog Club organised an evening to remember all our 

wonderful friends and famous breeders who had such a huge influence on the world of Bulldogs. 

A poignant film was shown, introduced by Mr David McHale, and tributes were made to Norman Davis, 

Moreno Maltagliati, John Nattrass, Carol Newman, Lynn Mans, Bob Haydock, Margery Bates (Binks) ,     

Sandra Shirley, Viv Williams, Dawn Mantle and Les Aspin. 

The most fabulous hampers donated by Pat Davis were raffled, and beautiful auction items from Norman’s 

collection raised funds for the club. 

It was a wonderful, memorable evening.  
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BRITISH BULLDOG CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

SUNDAY 21ST NOVEMBER 2021 

JUDGE: MRS ELIZABETH HUGO MILAM (HUG-O-BULLS) 

BEST VETERAN 

Ch Fr Ch Int Ch Uk Ch D  

Happy and Glorious Hennessy  

Owned by Mrs S M & Mr B Pickering  

Sunday dawned and the room looked absolutely glorious.   

Mrs Hugo Milam, who had travelled all the way from Oklahoma,  had 

a wonderful entry of 119, and we all stood for the American National 

Anthem.  The crowded ringside was delighted with the judging, and 

her Stewards Mr Glynn Payne and Mrs Gill  Ashton did a tremendous 

job ensuring the show flowed without a hitch. 

It was lovely to see the winning dogs brought in individually for the 

line-up to tremendous applause. 

Each exhibitor who had entered both shows was gifted a lovely travel 

mug and entered into a  special prize, which was won by Mr & Mrs 

Goodwin. A special gift was awarded to Best Junior in memory of Mrs Carol Newman. 

DOG CC & BEST IN SHOW 

Fat Puppy’s You’ve The Power  

Owned by Mrs A & Mr J Ribas & Rey  

RESERVE DOG CC & RESERVE BEST 

IN SHOW 

The Crown Of The Bulldog Carte D’or 

Owned by Mr J Sanchez  Cara  

BITCH CC AND BEST OPPOSITE SEX 

Starbornbullies Bubbles At Mellowmood (IKC)  

Owned by Mr D, Mrs D Lees & Brosnan  

 BEST PUPPY  

Chayo Melody Of Life  

Owned by Mr T P & Mrs H M Watkins 

BEST JUNIOR 

 Sandars Miss Agnes  

Owned by Mrs S Watson   
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LUCKY’S SCENTWORK JOURNEY 
 
 

Lucky and I enrolled on a UK Sniffer Dog course with a local trainer called Sue Davies of Dog    
Tales just after lockdown had finished. 
 
This was a Scentwork course for pet dogs which consists of bronze, silver and gold levels. 
 
The first class we attended was fascinating.  So many interesting facts about how beneficial 
Scentwork is for all dogs. 
 
10 minutes of sniffing is the equivalent of an hours run. It 
creates very happy dogs and it is  scientifically proven that 
sniffing releases happy endorphins. All dogs can take part; 
puppies,  older dogs and nervous dogs.  
 
Your dogs know how to sniff, they have an incredible 300 
million scent receptors (humans only have six million). 
 
Dogs are capable of sniffing as well as breathing in and out 
at the same time, separating scent to the parts they are most 
interested in.  

 
 

 
They smell in 3D.  
 
Dogs’ noses give the dog as much information, if 
not more than our sight gives to us, they literally 
smell in colour 
 
Lucky and I discovered Scentwork is all about the 
treats much to Lucky’s joy  
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I was told that by week three Lucky would be able to detect a piece of Kong 1 cm in diameter. 
 
The classes were fun. Each week we would work on developing the searching in different       
situations so we would do bag searches, vehicle searches, chairs and cupboards.  
 
We played lots of games to develop the art of Scentwork. 
 
By week three Lucky could detect the Kong of 1cm in bags, drain pipes and vehicles. It was 
amazing to see. 
 
We progressed through the different levels and we went on to do our first trial which consisted of 
searches in sheds, benches and a ride on lawn mower, we passed and received a lovely rosette 
and cake. 
 
We continued to go onto the silver level, and a new scent was added which was gun oil.  
 
We are now working on the difference in scents and working towards active and passive   
searches. 
 
The Scentwork creates an amazing bond between yourself and your dog. I cannot recommend it 
enough. It is such fun for your dog.  
 
I will say now though when Lucky and I go for a walk it now takes a long time as he is constantly 
sniffing and exploring! 
 
 
 

LUCKY WITH HIS CERTIFICATES 

LUCKY’S SCENTWORK JOURNEY 
 
 

Our next adventure is Man trailing so watch this space!! 
 
 

Grateful thanks to Emma Scannell for this lovely article 
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Scentwork UK 
https://scentworkuk.com  

Scentwork UK trials are based on  detection-style nose work practiced daily by customs & 

excise dogs, bomb explosive dogs, search & rescue dogs and medical detection dogs.  

The purpose of Scentwork UK is to promote and develop Scentwork both as a training       
activity and as a dog sport with regular trials nationally. 

Scentwork UK aims to: 

 Provide resources for trainers and clubs offering scentwork classes and workshops, 

 Set consistent national standards for scentwork trials and accreditation for those reaching 
the required standard. 

 Provide training to allow clubs/trainers to reach accreditation (Training for Trainers   
courses). 

 Keep an up to date database of clubs/trainers offering Scentwork UK sessions 

 Keep an up to date list of all trials which have taken place and all results. 

 Keep a list of all ‘trial judges’ available. 

 

Scentwork is when a dog uses its sense of smell to identify and locate a scent which it has 
been trained to detect. 

Dogs have a highly sensitive nose, vastly superior to our own. Scentwork is a natural behav-
iour for a dog and essential in hunting and finding prey. As man’s best friend, this behaviour 
has been put to many uses – for example in police work, search and rescue, and hunting. As 
a dog sport, Scentwork has emerged from detection style nosework as practiced by customs 
and excise, explosives detection, search and rescue and medical detection dogs. 

Scentwork UK has been set up to promote and     
develop scentwork as a dog sport and training       
activity throughout the country. 

 It is open to anyone whether you are a pet dog 
trainer or a more advanced dog trainer. 

 It is suitable for all breeds and ages, puppies and 
dogs with injuries or disabilities – Scentwork is a 
non injurious sport. 

 
As a training activity, Scentwork is fun, very reward-

ing and at the same time mentally tiring for your dog. 

It will improve the relationship between you and your 

dog and is a great confidence builder especially for 

the shy dog. You can participate whether it is just for 

fun, or go on and enter trials and gain qualifications. 
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SHOW REPORT 

NORTHUMBERLAND & DURHAM BULLDOG CLUB 

OPEN SHOW 

SUNDAY 14TH NOVEMBER 2021 

JUDGE: Mrs Rachel McCormick  

Thank you to all exhibitors & spectators for your continued support at the clubs last show of 
2021. 
 
A long day for all due to 2 breed club shows held on the same day with not many absentees for 
today's judge Rachel McCormick who informed me she really enjoyed her day and had some 
lovely exhibits to judge.  
 
My personal thanks go to all committee who worked hard today (as always) in making it a suc-

cessful, friendly show . A special thank you to Lorraine for helping out during transition from 
one show to another, Victoria for her continued updates on fb along with other duties she kindly 
took on board, Ruth for managing the door, Gail for taken on the responsibility of ring steward, 
Mary for working hard front of kitchen David & Kimberley for their efforts in the kitchen not only 
today but on the run up to the show cooking & baking. I would like to say I am eternally grateful 
to Kim for her continued support as Show Manager without her it would not be possible. 

We look forward to seeing you all in 2022 and wish you all success. 
 
Deb Lowthian—Secretary 

Reserve Best In Show 

Rosebull His Royal       

Highness Mystyle 

Best Puppy In Show 

Shipshape Yuletide Moon 

 Best In Show 

Milasha Fifi 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100000418885669/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4Brs61m9iKaX9rpWe6G3STKnc4Qdck1AF7taLnmymMr7EUhxwQoPrb9PcMIj1qGG9nOabrXXoOizPhqqsRjho0Sq8AZ9wzA2xENO9jB0HP5vjKnY7zVgRU8EtCbR2CTpL_7PwbZIqoMWqfmmFC6YFMJ7pemDPU5MVksvBtX-t5
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100006104719259/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4Brs61m9iKaX9rpWe6G3STKnc4Qdck1AF7taLnmymMr7EUhxwQoPrb9PcMIj1qGG9nOabrXXoOizPhqqsRjho0Sq8AZ9wzA2xENO9jB0HP5vjKnY7zVgRU8EtCbR2CTpL_7PwbZIqoMWqfmmFC6YFMJ7pemDPU5MVksvBtX-t5
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/601097902/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4Brs61m9iKaX9rpWe6G3STKnc4Qdck1AF7taLnmymMr7EUhxwQoPrb9PcMIj1qGG9nOabrXXoOizPhqqsRjho0Sq8AZ9wzA2xENO9jB0HP5vjKnY7zVgRU8EtCbR2CTpL_7PwbZIqoMWqfmmFC6YFMJ7pemDPU5MVksvBtX-t5htH2Tl
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/100002798056593/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4Brs61m9iKaX9rpWe6G3STKnc4Qdck1AF7taLnmymMr7EUhxwQoPrb9PcMIj1qGG9nOabrXXoOizPhqqsRjho0Sq8AZ9wzA2xENO9jB0HP5vjKnY7zVgRU8EtCbR2CTpL_7PwbZIqoMWqfmmFC6YFMJ7pemDPU5MVksvBtX-t5
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1355235505/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4Brs61m9iKaX9rpWe6G3STKnc4Qdck1AF7taLnmymMr7EUhxwQoPrb9PcMIj1qGG9nOabrXXoOizPhqqsRjho0Sq8AZ9wzA2xENO9jB0HP5vjKnY7zVgRU8EtCbR2CTpL_7PwbZIqoMWqfmmFC6YFMJ7pemDPU5MVksvBtX-t5htH2T
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1455275004685206/user/1013890521/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX4Brs61m9iKaX9rpWe6G3STKnc4Qdck1AF7taLnmymMr7EUhxwQoPrb9PcMIj1qGG9nOabrXXoOizPhqqsRjho0Sq8AZ9wzA2xENO9jB0HP5vjKnY7zVgRU8EtCbR2CTpL_7PwbZIqoMWqfmmFC6YFMJ7pemDPU5MVksvBtX-t5htH2T
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BULLDOG SCHOOL   
 

 EARS 

A Bulldog ear should be small and thin forming what's called a "ROSE EAR" set high at the 
corners of the skull placing them as wide apart; set as far from the eyes as  possible. You 
can clearly see this in the pictures at the end of this article.  

Included in the pictures are what's called "faulty ears"  

These are cosmetic faults which can alter the bulldog’s true expression.  

All dogs can suffer with serious ear conditions so please check your Bulldog’s ears regularly 
as part of the weekly grooming routine.  

Some common problems are : 

 Allergies / Atopy / Otitis  

There are three basic causes of the allergies: parasites, atopy (allergic reactions 
brought on by normally harmless substances like grass, mould spores, house dust mites, 
and other environmental allergens), and food. Allergic otitis is a common disease of the ear 
canal of dogs.  

 Parasites:  Ear Mites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canine ear parasites can really make your dog uncomfortable. Parasitic infection of the ear can not 
only be painful and annoying, it can permanently damage your dog's hearing. Here are some tips on 
how to prevent infection by canine ear parasites.  

Know the Symptoms of Parasitic Infection: 

If your dog's ears become infested with parasites, such as ear mites, there will be some telltale 
signs. Your dog will shake his head and scratch his ears excessively. Ear mites and other parasites 
also often leave black, gritty residue inside the ear. 

Get Prompt Treatment 

Prompt treatment for ear infestations is vital. Ear parasites including mites and yeast can damage 
your dog's hearing if the infestation is left unchecked. Fortunately, treatment of these infestations is 
usually straightforward and simple. 

Avoid Infested Dogs: 
If you know of any dogs who are currently suffering from ear mites or other ear parasites, avoid 
them, as they may spread to your dog with contact. Conversely, if you discover that your dog has 
had contact with an infested dog, see your vet to acquire the necessary medications. 

Courtesy of Bulldog Rescue and Rehoming  
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EARS 

  Allergic Otitis 

Allergies cause the skin barrier to break down and increase the wax production in the ear canal. This 
allows the low number of normal yeast and bacteria on the skin and in the ear to overproduce and allow 
more severe strains of bacteria to thrive. This leads to increased inflammation, pain, and discharge from 
the ear. 

Dogs with seasonal allergies tend to get ear infections around the same season each year. Dogs with 
food allergies or non-seasonal environmental allergies may have ear infections recurring throughout the 
year. 

Since dogs with allergic otitis will have repeated ear infections, this chronic inflammation can cause the 
ear canal tissue to scar, become calcified, and reduce the opening of the ear canals. This makes treat-
ment even harder as the medication has a hard time reaching the deeper ear canal regions. 

Symptoms of Allergy-Induced Ear Infections 

The symptoms for allergic otitis are the same as otitis externa but tend to recur during the allergy season 
or be more frequent year-round. 

 Shaking the head 

 Scratching at the ears 

 Redness to the ear flap or entrance to the ear canal 

 Discharge from the ear canal 

 Pain when the ear is touched 

 Thickening of the ear canal 

 Rubbing the face/ear on the ground or furniture 

 Licking the paws excessively (a general sign of an allergy) 

 Itching or licking other parts of the body (a general sign of an allergy) 
In severe cases, if the eardrum ruptures, the infection can spread to the middle and inner ear causing 
symptoms like head tilt, walking abnormally, circling, falling over, or pain when eating or opening the 

mouth fully. 

How can I Prevent Allergic Otitis? 

If your dog has allergic otitis as a result of a food allergy, your vet will discuss beginning a novel protein 
or hypoallergenic prescription diet. The diet needs to be fed for at least 2-3 months to assess the re-
sponse and a few diets may need to be tried 

If your dog has flea allergies that trigger allergic otitis, be sure all pets in the home are on consistent flea 
control, the home and garden are being treated for fleas, and the home is being vacuumed at least 
weekly to remove any fleas that may get inside. Oral flea products tend to be the most effective for flea 
allergic pets. 

For dogs with environmental allergies (atopy), discuss allergy testing with your vet or referral to a veteri-
nary dermatologist. Dogs can be given Antigen therapy to help reduce their immune system's overreac-
tion to their allergies. There are also steroids, antihistamines, and newer anti-itch allergy medications 
like Apoquel and Cytopoint that can help reduce ear and skin issues in allergic dogs. 

Regular ear cleaning and even a cleaning product to reduce wax can help reduce ear infections in aller-
gic dogs. Discuss options with your vet, along with a tailored ear cleaning regime for your dog. 

https://firstvet.com/us/articles/ear-infections-otitis-in-dogs
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/symptoms-and-treatment-for-ruptured-eardrums-in-dogs
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/food-allergies-in-dogs-and-cats
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/flea-prevention-and-control-for-dogs
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/flea-prevention-and-control-for-dogs
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/diagnosing-and-treating-environmental-allergies-in-dogs
https://firstvet.com/us/articles/how-to-clean-your-dogs-ears
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 Atopic Dermatitis 

A common cause of recurrent otitis is underlying atopic dermatitis.  

Some dogs with mild otitis externa may display little or no overt 
signs of ear disease. Self-trauma from pruritus can result in          
pyoderma on the side of the face or an aural haematoma.  

Treatment: 

There is no cure for atopic dermatitis, but proper treatment can 
mean a good quality of life for your dog. Treatment depends on the 
severity of the disease, specific causes, any possible secondary infections and other particular fac-
tors related to each case. 
 
However, in general, treatment involves eliminating or reducing the presence of allergens that cause 
the dermatitis. If you cannot identify these allergens (something that is fairly common), controlling 
this condition involves removing environmental factors that have the potential to trigger it. Therefore, 
you will have to change the dog's environment, sometimes even changing their bed or their diet. 
In more complicated cases, your dog may be prescribed corticoids. These drugs help reduce the 
problems related to atopic dermatitis, but produce side effects when they are used for a long time. 
Therefore, the vet should decide how they should be used, as the dog will be medicated for life. 

 Yeast infections  

This type of yeast infection affects the visible part of your dog’s ear. Inflammation in the outer flap of 
your dog’s ear is called otitis externa.  
 
A dog ear yeast infection may be mistaken for allergies. But it’s often caused by yeast.  It could be 
candida, the most common type of yeast … but it might also be malassezia, a different fungus. Yeast 
can smell musty … a bit like an old shoe. Your dog’s itching will be intense, and there may be a 
brown or black discharge (wipe the inside of the ear with a cotton ball or pad to see if it comes out 
brown and greasy).  
 
Common signs of a yeast infection in your dog’s ears: 
 
 Swelling, sometimes with redness, inside the ears 
 Large amounts of dark brown waxy discharge 
 Very itchy, with constant scratching    
 Drooping ears 
 Strong smell from the ears 
 Sometimes painful and inflamed 
 Head shaking or tilting 
 Scabs and thinning fur around ears (from scratching) 
 You might also see signs of malassezia or other yeasts on other 

moist parts of the body, like the groin or armpits … 
 Small red bumps 
 Flaky grey crustiness 
 Orange-peel or darkened, thickened skin 
 Redness between the toes 
 Brown crud on top of the toenail 

BULLDOG SCHOOL   
 

 EARS 
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Treatment of Ear Yeast Infections 
 
Yeast infections in ears are usually easy enough to clear up. Medicated ear drops and a cleaner are 
typically sent home to be applied for two weeks. The medications will contain antifungal medications 
to kill the yeast in addition to other ingredients. If the ear is especially painful, anti-inflammatory medi-
cations may also be used. Occasionally an ear yeast infection may be so painful for a dog that it will 
need to be sedated or anesthetized by your vet in order to have the initial ear cleaning and treatment 
performed. Your vet may also recommend some at-home remedies depending on the severity of the 
infection. 
 
How to Prevent Ear Yeast Infections 

The best way to prevent your dog from developing an ear yeast infection is to keep its ears clean and 
dry. An ear cleaner with a drying agent should be used after baths and swimming to help dry the ear 
canal. If your dog has allergies, your vet may recommend certain foods and supplements to help   
support the skin and decrease inflammation. These products may include ingredients like Omega-3 
fatty acids, probiotics, beta-glucans, ceramides, hardy kiwi, gamma-linolenic acid (GLA), and          
palmitoylethanolamide (PEA). 

 Overproduction of Wax / black/brown canker  

What Is Ear Canker? 
 
Ear canker simply means an infection or inflammation in a dog’s ears. It can effect one or both of the 
ears. Common signs that indicate your dog may have ear canker include: 
An unpleasant smell coming from the ears 
Scratching the ears and head, including rubbing it along the ground or against other objects 
Head shaking 
Looking more closely, you might notice a dark orange, brown or even black discharge in your dog’s 
ears or that the ears appear sore, red and inflamed. Your dog may also whine or yelp when their ears 
are touched if their ears are painful, and sometimes canker is accompanied with other skin condi-
tions, as the ear canals are an extension of this protective outer layer. 
 
What Causes Ear Canker and Why Can It Re-occur?  
 
Common causes of canker include a yeast infection and ear mites. Ear 
infections can also be caused by allergies to things like pollen or specific 
foods as well as foreign objects, like grass seeds, lodged inside the ear 
canal. (See above) 
 

 Aural Haematoma  

An “aural haematoma” is a blood-filled pouch in the ear flap. Aural hae-

matomas are much more common in dogs than in cats. A haematoma in 

the ear is usually the result of damage to the ear flap, frequently caused 

by an injury or excessive scratching or head shaking. When itchiness is 

the underlying clinical sign, conditions such as ear mites, allergies, ear 

infections, or debris in the ear may be the source. 

 
 

https://www.thesprucepets.com/best-fish-oils-for-dogs-4589944
https://www.thesprucepets.com/best-probiotics-for-dogs-4176495
https://www.thesprucepets.com/best-fish-oils-for-dogs-4589944
https://www.thesprucepets.com/best-probiotics-for-dogs-4176495
https://www.thesprucepets.com/best-fish-oils-for-dogs-4589944
https://www.thesprucepets.com/best-probiotics-for-dogs-4176495
https://yoursdroolly.com/tips-and-advice/dog-ear-infections
https://www.pethealthnetwork.com/tags/mites
https://www.pethealthnetwork.com/tags/ear-infection
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Signs 

 
Aural haematomas are hard to miss. Your dog’s external ear (the pinna) will look very swollen and 
will often be painful and feel warm to the touch. 

 

Test/Treatment 

 
If you suspect your dog has a haematoma, you should contact your vet right away. It will be     im-
portant to identify what caused the haematoma and treat its underlying origin, as well as to       re-
move the fluid in the ear flap. 

Your vet will often recommend surgery as a definitive solution to open and drain the haematoma. All 
the fluid and any other debris within the haematoma will be removed, and your vet will  repair the 
ear flap so that it can’t fill up with fluid again. 

Your dog may go home on antibiotics and treatment for the underlying cause, if necessary, as well 
as pain-relieving medications. Additional medication may be prescribed depending on your pet’s 
particular situation.  

Prevention 

 
Some haematomas cannot be prevented, as they occur spontaneously. Many, however, occur sec-
ondarily to things like ear mites, fleas, and ear infections. Checking your dog’s ears regularly and 
making sure they are clean and disease-free is imperative 

 Vestibular Syndrome  

The vestibular system is responsible for maintaining balance, posture and the body’s orientation in 
relation to the horizon. The vestibular system is comprised of a receptor, located close to the middle 
ear, a short nerve and the lower stem of the brain. 
 
Vestibular disease is one of the most common neurological presentations in veterinary neurology 
and can be one of the most challenging. The vestibular system or apparatus, as it is also known, is 
responsible for maintaining balance, posture, and the body’s orientation in space. This system also 
regulates locomotion and other movements and keeps objects in visual focus as the body moves. 
The vestibular system is comprised of the vestibular apparatus itself, the vestibulocochlear nerve, 
and those parts of the brain that interpret and respond to information derived from these structures. 
Vestibular disease has been described as a ‘sudden non-progressive, disturbance in balance’. 
 
The commonest underlying cause of vestibular disease is a sudden onset problem that affects one 
half of the system i.e. one ear. It is a disease more commonly found in older dogs and therefore 
may also be referred to as ‘old-dog vestibular syndrome’ or ‘canine idiopathic vestibular syn-
drome’ but is also found to occur in cats in rare instances. 
 
The vestibular system comprises the vestibule and three semicircular canals of the inner ear. Like a 
carpenters spirit level, these structures work with the brain to sense, maintain, and regain balance 
and a sense of where the body and its parts are positioned in space. 

BULLDOG SCHOOL   
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http://www.pethealthnetwork.com/dog-health/ear-mites-dogs
https://www.fitzpatrickreferrals.co.uk/glossary/vestibular-system/
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How can I tell if my dog has vestibular disease? 

Dogs with vestibular disease usually present with a loss of balance, disorientation, head tilt and irregular 
jerking eye movements known as nystagmus. Depending on the severity and localisation of the vestibular 
disease many, but not all dogs, will also be reluctant to or unable to stand or walk and may struggle to do 
so which can be quite distressing for the dog but also you, the owner. Most dogs will lean or fall in the  
direction of their head tilt. Damage to the vestibular system can result in some, but not necessarily all of 
the following clinical signs: 

 Drunken gait 

 Leaning or head tilt (towards the side of the problem) 

 Circling or deviating (towards the side of the problem) 

 Wide-based stance 

 Nystagmus (rapid eye flick) 

 A squint, typically in a downward direction when the head position is changed 

 Vomiting usually due to motion sickness / dizziness 
 
 How Is Vestibular Disease Treated?  
 
Vestibular disease is predominantly a non-surgical condition but some underlying causes of the disease 
may require a degree of surgical intervention. Either way, management of vestibular disease requires a 
twofold treatment pathway: 
 
Management of central vestibular disease tends to involve medical management with antibiotics, cortico-
steroids, antifungal or antiepileptic medication. The specific underlying cause of the disease will determine 
which treatment is best for your dog. 
 
And  
 
Physiotherapy which plays a vital part in the treatment of dogs with vestibular disease since inactivity and      
recumbency results in decreased joint movement, stiffness and muscle weakness and contracture which 
all hinder a smooth road to recovery. 
 
 

 Total ear canal ablation (TCEA) Lateral bulla osteotomy (LBO) removal of the 

entire ear canal.   

It is a sad fact that not all cases of otitis can be dealt with medically.   
 
Otitis can be a very painful and debilitating condition and if it cannot be resolved by treating and reversing 
the primary and perpetuating factors, vets will offer whatever is needed to end the animal ’s discomfort. 
 
Removal of all the diseased and painful tissues surgically is a very successful way of ending an animal ’s 
pain and discomfort in these situations.  This is achieved by performing a Total Ear Canal Ablation and 
Bulla Osteotomy (TECA-LBO).   
 
The indications for a TECA-LBO are: 

BULLDOG SCHOOL   
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 Chronic End Stage Otitis ( where there is chronic irreversible change to the ear canal which prevents 

resolution of the pain, discomfort, infection) 

 Intractable Otitis (where although the  bulk of the ear canal is not “end stage” pathological changes in 

the ears of the middle ear, tympanic membranes and lower ear canal prevent complete resolution of the 

infection  and healing of all affected tissues). 

 Tumours in the ear canal which cannot be dealt with by  lateral wall resection  or vertical canal ablation. 

 For financial reasons, sometimes the cost of this surgery can be less than a prolonged course of    

medical therapy, which can include several general anaesthetics and video otoscopy procedures, with 

no guarantee of success  at the outset. 

 
Total Ear Canal Ablation can really transform dog’s life.  The persistent pain and discomfort of living with a 

diseased ear canal really brings them down, similar to a dog living with a bad mouth full of diseased teeth 

and gums. 

 

TECA-LBO surgery is not a routine operation and there are risks attached to the procedure. This is why you 

should always choose a surgeon who has experience in doing the procedure and knows exactly what their 

complication rate is, or you should be referred to a surgical specialist at a specialist referral centre. 

 

The surgery involves removing the whole of the vertical and horizontal canal, the integument that is         

adherent to the bone at the opening of the middle ear, the ear drum and part of the lateral wall of the middle 

ear (the “bulla osteotomy” part of the procedure), followed by thoroughly cleaning out the middle ear and 

removing the diseased middle ear lining with a curette. 

  

BULLDOG SCHOOL   
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Chronic End Stage Otitis  Bulldog Ears as Discussed at the beginning 

of this article. 
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SHOW REPORT 

YORKSHIRE BULLDOG CLUB 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

14th November 2021 

Judge:  Mr W Goodwin 

Well what a great first and last show of 2021 it was for Yorkshire Bulldog Club. Mr Billy Goodwin had a 
great entry of 70 dogs in total and I'm delighted to say that the number of absentees was only 14! So over-
all a great turn out on the day for Billy.  
 
Firstly I'd to say a huge thank you to Stu-Deb Lowthian and the committee at Northumberland and 
Durham Club who kindly agreed to host our show at their venue. Thank you to Ruth who managed the 
door for us and to Kimberley Nealings Neptunebull for covering the catering for our show as well as 
their own. We are very grateful and it was a pleasure to work alongside a fellow club to ensure we put 
on two great shows, for you the exhibitors. I hope everyone enjoyed the show as much as we did, it 
was a great atmosphere today. 
 
Thank you to our judge Billy Goodwin, we hope you enjoyed your day of judging. 
Thank you to Paul Moody for his stellar chief stewarding, keeping everything on track, as always. Also 
thank you to Renate Fisher for her help with stewarding and to Michael Fisher for his help setting up 
the show.  
 
A big shout out to Lorraine Watkins for her help with the changing of the ring from the first show to the 
second, it was very much appreciated.  
To our committee member Susan Subribull, thank you as I know it's not easy having committee duties 
and showing 2 dogs on your own, you did a great job both in and outside of the ring.  
Lastly but importantly - Congratulations to all principal winners today and to everyone placed today. 
We really do hope you enjoyed our show. We would welcome any feedback regarding two single 
breed shows in one day.  

BEST VETERAN 

JAZMIN CYMRU DANCER 

OF DAUBHILL  

BCC & BEST IN SHOW 

Starbornbullies Bubbles At 

Mellowmood  

Full results of the show are as follows:  

Principal Winners: 

Best In Show - Starbornbullies Bubbles At Mellowmood  

Res Best In Show - Atomstone Asha Malugu  

Best Opposite Sex - New Soul Origin Of Belushi  

Best Puppy In Show - Shipshape Yuletide Moon  

Best Veteran In Show - Jazmin Cymru Dancer Of Daubhill  

DCC - New Soul Origin Of Belushi  

RDCC - Bullmont Lord Stannis  

Best Puppy Dog - Baalzebul Cupids Beau  

BCC - Starbornbullies Bubbles At Mellowmood  

RBCC - Atomstone Asha Malugu  

Best Puppy Bitch - Shipshape Yuletide Moon  

Anjanette Jones—Secretary 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/780885336/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8tDfhNAp
https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/1013890521/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8tDfhNA
https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/100012724571956/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8t
https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/100000949989162/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8t
https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/100029009783670/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8t
https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/100000418885669/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8t
https://www.facebook.com/groups/274982735937622/user/100017962634574/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXzlMYcfDabVO00pSHKZLV6F4JQfhqGClakm5Jr5s7hgxize-7XOz4cigXHhIHy7eirzmZrF1MYIgbLUQ81Cff5lVt3GW_PbD3SyWs5t5x_4R3R2VK31hVPAqAjI6y2Q4o0F6YMY5euSPBD-bB8m0IL1V6HJSc7r_Z5mu8DF93R8t
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BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE 

BOARD 

Hi and welcome to the first of what will hopefully be a regular column in the Gazette 

from us here at Bulldog Rescue.  

I thought I would start by explaining exactly what a rescue is:  

There has always been a stigma surrounding a dog going into rescue, in fact it’s something we 

have worked really hard to try and dispel.  

We were one of the first rescues to offer a rehome from home service, something that has        

become more popular amongst the bigger Rehoming Organisations since the Pandemic, but the 

original idea was to be able to offer an alternative to an ad in the FreeAds.  

The rehoming will be dealt with in exactly the same way as if the dog was in our direct care.  

We visit the dog at home, assess the behaviour, spend time with the dog and the owner, talk to 

them and work out exactly what kind of home the dog needs. It’s then listed as if it was in our 

care and the selected family fully vetted before we put the two parties in touch with each other.  

This has always been a very popular service because the end result is a family who completely 

matches the dog’s needs without the dog having to move into kennels or foster care. That in itself 

reduces the risk of the placement failing - but if for whatever reason it does go wrong, we are 

then of course there to step in with our back up service which has really been fine tuned in the 

past 20 years and adapted to almost every scenario.  

We aim to have the same volunteer deal with a home from home rehoming and we’ve found that 

by allocating a volunteer to the family they have someone to liaise with and of course really get to 

know so there is a trust there knowing that they will watch out for their dog for the rest of its life. 

But even if the dog should need to be signed over in a situation which is so urgent the dog can’t 

stay at home we aim to ensure that the outcome is also a positive one.  

This was always an area people would go out of their way to avoid, the last thing they wanted 

was their dog ending up “In Rescue” because that’s where the uncared for, neglected, mistreat-

ed, and abandoned dogs went.  

But did you know that any dog that 

comes into our direct care will be 

treated like one of our own? We 

will deal with any medical        

problems,  undertake some basic 

training to see what they know, 

how they think and spend the time 

to really get to know the dog.  

By combining what the owner has 

told us with the dog in front of us 

we very rarely get the next home 

wrong because we are not looking 

at shipping the dog straight out, we are looking to really get into the dogs head and understand 

him.  
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“Wanting a Bulldog does not mean you are a good home” 

 

We will aim to get all previous medical records, test the dog in certain situations to gauge 

the response and work on finding a home where all of that fits in with what they want in a 

dog.  

All of that information is then passed on to the new family. Gone are the days when      

taking in a rescue meant no background – if we can get it we will, so you will know       

exactly what your dog has endured in it’s previous life.  

Understanding a background goes a long way to understanding a dog’s behaviour. 

Of course many breeders ask for their dogs to go back to them and we have great       

respect for breeders with a Back To Breeder contract but it’s a sad fact that these        

contracts are not legally enforceable so we try and encourage our responsible breeders 

to register their pups with us as well as the Kennel Club.  

Our Back To Breeder scheme doesn’t necessarily mean you have to take a dog back, but 

it gives you that option to work with us and between us that five star home is much easier 

to locate successfully first time. 

It’s worth remembering that selling pups is not quite the same as rehoming an adult.  

Breeders are amazing at finding homes for their 

pups. All a pup really needs is a lovely family that 

wants a bulldog and has lots of love to give, it’s not 

quite that straight forward once a dog is mature.  

Pups don’t really have a personality; they haven’t 

yet formed a list of likes and dislikes or decided 

how they are going to approach life.  

When it comes to rehoming adult dogs we’ve 

moved way beyond finding someone that just 

wants a bulldog, and that’s often a contributing   

factor to dogs rehomed privately failing.  

But still we hear, time and time again that asking 

the rescue for help is a last resort which is sad be-

cause by working together the future of your dog is 

far far safer.  
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“We don’t find dogs for homes – We find homes for dogs” 

Over the years the one thing we’ve heard time and time 

again is that letting a dog go into rescue means you have 

failed that dog – we beg to differ. Using the rescue means 

your dog has a far more secure future and your breed  

rescue has worked tirelessly to ensure that everything      

revolves around your dog.  

In fact we often comment that this isn’t a job it’s a lifestyle, 

time off is almost impossible, a personal life is next to   

zero and our families must understand that they may not 

always be at the top of our list of priorities.  

We work very hard to help rescue the breed too, we have a strong presence in both 

Health and Education and support the breed wherever possible to ensure we all have a 

future.  

It’s a difficult breed, sometimes you feel you are constantly defending it but I am a great 

believer that working together can only be a good thing.  

So, you guys concentrate on breeding the best, healthiest bulldogs you can and we, as 

a welfare organisation will continue to support and help you wherever we can.   

We promise to play our part in educating owners, taking care of the ones not so fortu-

nate and make sure that the minute a bulldog arrives in our care the rest of its  life is 

secure and safe.  

Our collective knowledge goes into hundreds of 

years, not just understanding the bulldog as a breed, 

but understanding the bulldog as a dog, working out 

what make it tick, how it thinks, what can go wrong 

and what it needs in life.  

The bulldog is a clever dog – in many cases clever 

enough to pretend he’s stupid - so remember we are 

in this together, our breed is almost in Crisis right 

now so lets ensure the greeders don’t win but lets 

also ensure that every dog we are asked to help is 

given a fair chance in life. 

Thank you for reading and we will be back next 

month with another aspect of rescue which we hope 

you will be interested in reading. 

 

Tania 

BULLDOG RESCUE NOTICE 
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BULLDOG CLUB OF WALES 

OPEN SHOW 

Saturday 13th November 2021 

Judge Mrs Gail Westmorland 

Since 1939 the Bulldog Club Of Wales held no shows for a period of time up to and after the war due 
to lack of support, however it resumed its shows and has managed to do so ever since. 
 
We currently hold two shows a year, with every other year holding a Championship Show.  
 
Our aim is to continue to provide quality shows for our members and with our dedicated committee 
and officers will aspire to bring the club into the 21st Century and make it stronger for the future. 
 
With all the above in mind, we are hopeful that the "Bulldog Club Of Wales Membership" will         
continue to thrive for now and in the future 

 

Best Puppy Bitch & Best Puppy In 

Show 

Barabus Viva La Juicy  

Best Bitch & Best In Show 

Ryjarlow Shooting Star  
Best Puppy Dog 

Avaword Dexter  

 

Reserve Dog 

Blondello Captain Canada  

Best Dog & Best Opposite Sex 

Baalzebul Boo Boo Bear  
Best Veteran 

 Lupo El Toro Loco Dor-Gladiator  
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 By Jessica Hekman 

 
Dr. Ilana Reisner wanted her new Australian Shepherd puppy, Asher, to have a rock-solid temperament. She 
knew how tough it is to live with a fearful or aggressive dog because, as a veterinary behaviourist, she works 
with reactive dogs and their owners for a living. So she did everything that she advises her clients to do: she 
found a puppy whose parents had lovely personalities and whose breeder provided excellent socialization   
experiences; she brought the puppy home between eight and ten weeks of age; she continued his               
socialization herself; and she enrolled him in a well-managed puppy class so that he would have a chance to 
learn good social skills with puppies his own age. 

Given that Dr. Reisner did everything that behaviour experts recommend to create a confident, well-socialized 
puppy, she was surprised when Asher showed anxiety around other dogs in his puppy class – nervousness 
that only increased as he matured. Then she had some bad luck when, at age four months, Asher was jumped 
by an out-of-control dog, and it was a really scary experience for him.  

By the age of eight months, Asher was showing clear signs of fear of other dogs. 

Dr. Reisner has continued to work with him over the ensuing years, but he hasn’t improved; she describes him 
as a whirling dervish when he sees unfamiliar dogs. And yet she did everything she could to avoid this issue. 
Is it possible that, due to genetics, Asher’s behaviour problem was inevitable? How much influence did Asher’s 
environment have in the development of his temperament? 

Our Dogs’ Genetics VS. Their Environments 

In the complex interplay between genetics and environment, sometimes genetics takes the upper hand.  

Researchers have tested just how far genetic influences on personality can go by breeding animals for particu-
lar temperaments and absolutely nothing else. 

This sort of study is, by necessity, very long term and therefore fairly rare, but there are two well-known exam-
ples in canids.  

A group in Russia has bred two lines of foxes over three to four decades, selecting one line for fearfulness of 
and aggression to humans, and the other line for friendliness to humans. 

A similar long-term project in the U.S. has resulted in a line of pathologically fearful pointer dogs.  

In both these cases, the lines of animals breed true, meaning that if a fearful animal is bred to a fearful animal, 
all of the offspring are fearful without exception, even when raised by a non-fearful non-biological mother. 

How relevant are these findings to pet or working dogs? It turns out that personality is influenced by many, 
many genes, and if you breed for any other traits in addition to temperament, like looks or performance, then 
your ability to guarantee particular results in the puppy goes out the window. 

Is Our Dogs’ Behaviour Genetic? 
Or is it all in how you raise them? Nature vs. nurture and raising a 

well-adjusted dog. 

https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/author/jessica-hekman/
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Our Dogs’ Experiences 

In the real world outside the laboratory, genetics rarely confers absolutes; instead, it confers risks.  

Outside the lab, behaviour problems are almost never truly inevitable. They may, however, be extremely 
high risk. 

Which leaves us with what we have: dogs who are bred for many different traits, and as a result produce 
puppies with personalities mostly similar to their parents’, but sometimes quite different.  

Sometimes the results are wonderful, and sometimes not so much. We can decrease the risk of unwanted 
traits like fearfulness through careful breeding, but we can never completely weed those traits out. 

Just as we don’t have complete control over the genetic contributions to a dog’s personality, we lack com-
plete control over the puppy’s environment. By the time the breeder and then the owner are formally social-
izing a puppy, the little canine brain has already gone through massive amounts of development, and as a 
result has gone down some roads and abandoned others. 

The uterus is a rich source of experience for the foetal brain, which is profoundly affected by both reproduc-
tive and stress hormones. Early life in the nest with mom and siblings is also chock full of experiences that 
mould a young mind. The puppy is learning his place in the world and how to interact with other dogs from 
very early on. 

All we can do, then, is our best. We can provide innumerable positive and varied experiences for puppies to 
teach them that the world, in all its sometimes unexpected variety, is safe for them. 

Just as importantly, we can prioritize giving dogs as solid a genetic background as possible. Temperament 
should be the highest priority in breeding, closely followed by physical health. Animals with questionable 
temperaments should not be allowed to pass on behavioural problems, either through their genes, through 
stress hormones in the uterus, or through modelling fearful behaviour to their puppies in early life.  

Temperament is more important than preserving stellar conformation or spectacular performance; in fact, in 
breeds with small gene pools, bringing in genetic diversity from outside the breed is preferable to breeding 
dogs with questionable temperaments. 

So the question “Is this dog’s problem genetic?” may not be meaningful, because all behaviour problems 
are caused by genetic risk plus life experiences. However, the question “Can this dog be helped?”            
absolutely is. 

We have powerful tools at our disposal to help dogs live in this complex human world: thoughtful breeding 
practices, positive socialization experiences, and loving training and management. These are the tools Dr. 
Reisner uses with Asher to help him live a comfortable, happy life despite his fears. There’s a lot we can do 
to make good dogs from the raw materials we’re given. 

Is Our Dogs’ Behaviour Genetic? 
Or is it all in how you raise them? Nature vs. nurture and raising a 

well-adjusted dog. 
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

Hello Bulldoggers, Welcome to no 4 in the Series… 

We hope you are enjoying our column.  

As promised, we will be sharing some more Barking Mad times we have had as well as helping 

you to make your Bulldog a STAR! 

Here are couple of my cute Bulldog Christmas cards! 

HO HO HO! 

I cannot believe I am writing the Christmas Edition, I have no idea where 2021 has gone!   

I have been lucky enough to do some filming recently, a quiz show for my lovely Ch 4, I will give 
you more info when I can (all this stuff is very hush hush until a week before the TX Date!)  Then 
it’s a go from the Channel and we have to share as much as we can!  Hopefully it will be on before 
the new year… 

As I mentioned previously, I love, love, love, to receive Bulldog Christmas Cards, E Cards, Photo’s 
and Calendars.  I hope you have been taking some photos of your beautiful Bulldogs and making 
some for family and friends?  Here are some Calendars we have made and some we have been in.  
I love Bulldog items in my Christmas stocking. 
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

Christmas Events 

 

We performed on stage with our lovely 2 Shoes at Basvegas (Basildon Christmas Lights Turn On 

& Market)!  The girls, Lucy & Charlie were singing Rocking Around the Christmas Tree, there is 

an instrumental during the song and they wanted us all to come on stage with the Bulldogs, do a 

little dance and then off we go again!  We took King and Baby Gracie being the best behaved and 

they both had light up Christmas Capes!   

The crowd went CRAZY!  It was such a fun event.  Everyone stopped us for photos and the press 
took some pix for the local press!  You really never know what the next phone call will be!  

Lucy and Charlie from 2 Shoes with King, Baby Gracie and Mother 

Christmas! 

 

I have always loved to dress my Bulldog Babies, some people love 
this, some hate it.  My Bulldogs love it and it all started raising     
money for Charity and we just carried on!   

Angel Star is the only one who hates fairy wings, but she loves a    
Tutu!   

Christmas is a fantastic opportunity to get some brilliant photos of 
your Bulldogs.   

A Bulldog in a Christmas Jumper, what’s not to love!  Of course mine 
had jumpers, coats, dresses and much more!   

King, Angel Star and Lil Belle in Snowmen and Pudding coats! 

Here we are at the beach on Christmas Day grabbing a sparkly wine before dinner, people love it 
and the Bullies get so much fuss and attention as well as a bowl full of Pigs in Blankets from the 
Hotel!  Well, it is Christmas Day! 
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

Clothes are not for every Bulldog, the only time I let mine wear clothes indoors is for a photo 

shoot.  My Lola who lived until 14,  always had a jumper on indoors when it was really getting 

cold as she was just an ole girl and needed that bit of extra warmth bless her, miss her every day. 

Some Bulldogs can panic or just get too hot and the last thing we need is a hot Bulldog!  Even in 

the summer we keep to sequin tops or dress and tutu’s as we can wet these and it does not really 

show on camera!   

Get them used to coats for winter to keep them warm and this will help them get used to cool 
coats in the summer; this can be essential for a Bulldog.   

It really can be difficult trying to get cool coat on them when they are already too hot and they are 
not used to it, practice makes perfect.  Have a go, see if they like it, make a fuss, take some photos, 
take off the clothes and then give them some healthy treats.  Mine love a blackberry or 3!   

They soon can learn it’s a positive fun thing.   

If you are willing to try a fun coat for your Bulldog, you can get some really nice Barbour and 

Barbour types on line.  I purchased the Snowmen and Christmas Pudding ones from Pets at 

Home.  (No affiliation)  These are normally reasonably priced and accessible or you can order 

on line.  I found that XL fitted my Bulldogs. 

 With any coat not designed or measured specifically for your Bulldog, always measure the neck 

and chest.  Make sure there is enough neck room or an adjustable fitting.  The snowman one 

has a Velco adjustable neck.  Always try to try on the coats or ensure they accept returns if you 

are ordering on line.   

Jumpers can stretch but again not tight around neck or chest and you will be fine.  I think as 
soon as we wear the heavy coats, hats and gloves, that’s when our Bulldogs need a coat as well 
as they only have short fur not like a Husky or other long haired dog. 
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

I have done a few TV Shows at home for 
press and magazine articles where they 
have loved to take a photo of the Bullies 
wardrobe!   

Like it was something unusual!  

Another bit of filming we did recently was for the 

TV Show ‘I Can Hear Your Voice’, my Producer 

friend from Big Brother was working on the Show 

in Maidstone TV Studios.   

We had not seen her since lock down so she invited 
us along to Christmas Special Show.  It was so 
much fun, I don’t think you will see us on there but 
you may hear me as part of the Audience!   

We met the lovely Paddy McGuiness, Alison Ham-
mond, Jimmy Carr and Amanda Holden it was a 
fun show, obviously I cannot tell you who won, you 
will have to watch! 

Christmas is all about giving and this year for me, it really is about spending time with Bulldogs, family 

and friends and making special yuletide memories.  As I look back on these photos from a few years 

back I am so very glad we took them, so keep taking those photos and videos. 

As for Christmas pressies, here are a few of my favourite products with a Christmas theme!  Here is a 
box from ASDA with King on it, I brought our local Asda stores out and filled them with Christmas 
goodies including miniature bottles of booze, chocolates and sweets and put them under the Christmas 
Tree.  Anyone who visited got a KING CHRIMBO BOX!  They went down really well! 

My other favourite was this King Christmas   
Pillow, this was selling in Harrods!   

Of course we had to put one in Kings stocking, 
he has grown a lot since that puppy photo was 
taken!   

All these products came from one photo in our 
Christmas photo shoot with my dear friend 
Mark Taylor. 
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

Our famous 5 photo went even further and the 

Christmas products are still on sale from Advanta 

Products on Ebay.  I love the snowdome and I think 

everyone in the family has one!   

I would like my Christmas tree to be covered in just 
these baubles! 

A lot of Calendars can be 18 months now so if you 
get some spare time over Christmas, sort out your 
beautiful Bulldog photos, it’s never to late to start.  
Or feel free to add it to your New Resolutions list to 
complete before next Christmas. 

Training 

Sit and stay is a good thing to practice when you need to start taking those photos.  I have often 
set up a fantastic picture where everything was just perfect, pick up my camera and they have 
walked towards me, completely ignoring the stay command!  Well, that’s Bulldogs for you!  I     
always find it easier with someone to assist me for that perfect money shot.  Some of the photos 
you see in this month’s section took maybe 20 photos to get that shot!  

Getting both puppies mouths open at the same 
time!  I think with was pure luck and Mark knows 
exactly that precious shot and to take it very 
quickly.    

Below is one of my most favourite photos, I am 

sure this was a shoot for the Daily Mail.  I keep 

meaning to “Christmas” this photo, but I never 

seem to get around to it. 

If all else fails there is always photoshop, for those special cards that you can “Christmas up” with 
a click of a few buttons in editing!  Here you can see background was added as well as a few 
Christmas hats. 

Even a Christmas Hat with your Bully sat in front of your Christmas Tree will make a great shot, 

much easier with 1 Bulldog than 6.  The one below is a photoshop, but just as cute. 

Keep up with your training over the holidays, No means No!  No sniffing presents under the tree, 
No trying to eat the Christmas Tree, No Chewing human toys.  I have often arranged my beautiful 
tree and presents only to put a great big fence in front of it to stop the Bullies getting at it!   
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

Below is a fantastic training Bulldog Tricks photo send to me by the lovely Madelon Ford 
in Australia, I love it, it gave me a real giggle and I can really relate to it, ha ha. 

Published Books 

Apart from the gifts I have mentioned, I love a 
photo book, or a Bulldog book.  I think I have 
most of them on the market, but there is always 
space in my cabinet for one more! 

I love a photo book as well, Peter once made me a 
mini book of our puppies, it was adorable, I love 
this book and often have a coo over the cute pup-
py photo’s.  I keep meaning to make more of all 
the fur kids, I just don’t seem to get the time!  I 
will do though… 

Talking of books, it can be fantastic way to show 
off your Bulldogs and you can expect payment of 
£150 per photo up to a package of £1000.00.   

We have been very lucky to be in two books, one 
we were commissioned for a special photo shoot.  

 The 2nd one was a book from our photographer. 

In this Book called better together he added 
in one of our “Famous 5” photos, I love this 
Book and looking at the photos! 

The 2nd photo shoot was commissioned for 
Diva Dogs Book, Perfect Pampering for 
Your Pooch!   My Beautiful Baby Gracie 
was the Star of this show, and on she went 
to be in the book. 
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A Day in The Life of A Celebrity Bulldog No 4 

Whilst on the subject of books, and being the season of giving, I would like to give you, our readers 
a gift from all of us Maverick Celebrity Bulldogs and The Pet Talent Agency. 

I wrote an E Book for my TV Show, called  

“How to make Your Dog A Super Star” 

Although usually priced at £5.99, we would love to give this as our Christmas gift to you 

TOTALLY FREE! 

All we ask is that you send a donation to one of the listed Bulldog Charities below:- 

 

Bulldog Rescue – https:/www.bulldogrescue.org.uk 

The Edward Foundation - https://www.theedwardfoundation.co.uk 

Geordie Bulldogs Springboard - https://geordiebullies.net 

 

Then e mail me at Karen Chamberlain at kchamb8122@aol.com saying “HAPPY BULLDOG 
CHRISTMAS” and I will e mail you the E Book.               

 

Merry Bulldog Christmas to you all. 

 

With grateful thanks to Karen Chamberlain 

mailto:kchamb8122@aol.com
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SHOW REPORT 

BULLDOG CLUB INCORPORATED OPEN SHOW AND  

BULLDOG OF THE YEAR 

 

RESERVE BEST IN SHOW  

ASHARLO LADY IN RED owned 

by Ms Hayley Ashton 

Margaret Morris (Ragmart) judged the Bulldog of the Year open show and from an entry of 71,  and found her 

following winners: 

BULLDOG OF THE YEAR 2020/2021  

JUDGES: MRS ALISON BARNSBY, MR DAVE RODGERS AND MR JEFF LANE 

BULLDOG OF THE YEAR 

     The Crown Of The Bulldog 

Carte D’or  

Owned by Mr J Sanchez  Cara  

BULLDOG OF THE YEAR           

BEST OPPOSITE SEX 

Starbornbullies Bubbles At            

Mellowmood 

Owned by Mr D, Mrs D Lees & 

Brosnan  

BULLDOG OF THE YEAR                      

RESERVE BEST DOG 

Ricatori Redesigned  

Owned by Mr & Mrs Eaton 

BEST PUPPY 

ANDLARE  IFS AND BUTS 

owned by Mr & Mrs Bannister 

BEST IN SHOW 

ROSEBULLS EDITH                 

owned by Mr & Mrs Rose 

BULLDOG OF THE YEAR                      

RESERVE BEST BITCH 

Ir Ch Newfound Lost Me Head 

at Thornford 

Owned by Ms Rachel Collie 
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CUSTARD 

This is a story of three parts.  It is a story of exploitation and neglect; of strength 

and the will to live and unbelievable love and generosity. 

 

From The Edward Foundation  22nd September 2021:   

We were called this afternoon by a vets and asked if we would consider helping a bull-

dog that had been found by a dual carriageway apparently and brought to them. Her chip 

says she is 7yrs old but none of the details are correct. She is an absolute shocking 

mess. She is too weak to walk. Her eyes are closed shut with infection and untreated 

entropian. One ear is pouring gunk out from a burst abscess and the other is shut from 

infection as well. She is covered in scabs and bite wounds all over. She has been bred 

from. She is obviously in pain. The vets gave her as much treatment as they could but 

have no overnight stay so she went home with M…. A….. who kindly collected her for us 

but we are so worried about her that V…. L…. is now bringing her half way to meet me 

and we are going to get her to Aylesbury and our amazing 24hr vets there. Thanks to the 

vets at Coastline for helping her as much as they could today. We need to give her the 

best chance of making it. She deserves that much.” 

 

 

From The Edward Foundation  28th September 2021:   

 

 

CUSTARD DAY 7 UPDATE  
Well.... What can we say... Our little lady has only gone and been 
checked out of hospital into foster!!! 
The vets feel, at this stage, as she's on oral meds and eating/toileting 
well that being in a home will be much better for her. She has ear 
meds and eye meds and they want her much stronger before they 
even consider putting her under a GA to check those nasty ears and 
xray her again.  

 
It's quite unbelievable to think that 7 short days ago she was literally 
at deaths door. We cannot thank the staff and vets at Coastline Vet-
erinary Surgeries the first day for helping her, giving her the chance 
& contacting us & then Hampden Veterinary Hospital from the first 
night for literally saving her life. A massive shout out to Jacqueline 
Denham who has been invaluable coordinating & getting us the   

photos and videos for her updates  
 
All the love has worked its magic and the donations have enabled 

her to have the best care possible. So again Thank You to everyone 

that has shown her love in whatever way, donating, commenting or 

simply sharing her posts - you've all been amazing and we now 

move onto the 2nd phase of her recovery, finding out what being in a 

loving foster home is like  

https://www.facebook.com/coastlinevets/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXESJtgEAFoLL6AXa5Z89YjZj3Y0OQit-4fVqhcH5OpmZldUbxdv2jvqDHQ7IDMNGXAWTGAK2JUFKsZDcyyxa6buIU0OH69iBrAVQp8KnAmWhKLGGzN8neJ4jcBKdTKcVrbbCIZJ4kfpIgybMabUIpY&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/coastlinevets/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXESJtgEAFoLL6AXa5Z89YjZj3Y0OQit-4fVqhcH5OpmZldUbxdv2jvqDHQ7IDMNGXAWTGAK2JUFKsZDcyyxa6buIU0OH69iBrAVQp8KnAmWhKLGGzN8neJ4jcBKdTKcVrbbCIZJ4kfpIgybMabUIpY&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/HampdenVeterinaryHospital/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXESJtgEAFoLL6AXa5Z89YjZj3Y0OQit-4fVqhcH5OpmZldUbxdv2jvqDHQ7IDMNGXAWTGAK2JUFKsZDcyyxa6buIU0OH69iBrAVQp8KnAmWhKLGGzN8neJ4jcBKdTKcVrbbCIZJ4kfpIgybMabUIpY&__tn__=kK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/396268023779072/user/100063953012650/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXESJtgEAFoLL6AXa5Z89YjZj3Y0OQit-4fVqhcH5OpmZldUbxdv2jvqDHQ7IDMNGXAWTGAK2JUFKsZDcyyxa6buIU0OH69iBrAVQp8KnAmWhKLGGzN8neJ4jcBKdTKcVrbbCIZJ4kfpIgybMabUIpY&__tn__=-%5dK-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/396268023779072/user/100063953012650/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXESJtgEAFoLL6AXa5Z89YjZj3Y0OQit-4fVqhcH5OpmZldUbxdv2jvqDHQ7IDMNGXAWTGAK2JUFKsZDcyyxa6buIU0OH69iBrAVQp8KnAmWhKLGGzN8neJ4jcBKdTKcVrbbCIZJ4kfpIgybMabUIpY&__tn__=-%5dK-R
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From The Edward Foundation  29th September 2021:   

“This is definitely a case of a picture speaks a thousand words! This gorgeous girl has made her-
self right at home!!!  
 
Firstly thank you for all your lovely comments and wishes. We've got a long journey to get her ears 
and eyes cleaned up and some meat on these painfully visible bones but I couldn't be happier to 
be a part of it.  

 
Getting better is definitely exhausting work so Custard has 
been trying out all different spots in the house for a snooze 
which is particularly frustrating for her when the sun won't 
keep still. Dinner time is the most exciting time of the day 
and luckily it comes not once, not twice, but FOUR times a 
day! She can barely sit still to eat because her little tail is 
wiggling so much. We're working on slowing meal times 
down a bit to stop her gulping it down 
 
 

She's not a fan of her eye drops at all but remarkably (considering the state they were in) actually 
really enjoys a gentle ear massage. She also doesn't understand why we make so many visits to 
the garden when the door mat is so much more convenient but we'll have to work on that.  

OK, time for another nap”  

CUSTARD 

From The Edward Foundation  2nd October 2021:   

CUSTARD UPDATE 
 
This is not the start to the day we were hoping for. Custard is back in the vets after waking up in an awful 
lot of pain in her left hand side of her face - both eye and ear are incredibly sensitive causing pain and 
retching. They've put her back on oxygen and are stabilising her. We'll keep everyone informed as soon as 
we know more x (nice photo from last night) 

 

I’m so sorry it’s late I have no wifi  

Well this little one has given us all a little scare this     

morning….  

As you all know she is back in hospital with what they     

suspect is an eye rupture.. so she is on all the good drugs 

and is comfortable and they can sedate her later to have a 

really good look at what’s going on.. she was very           

distressed and quite blue this morning so she needs to  

stabilise before they look further otherwise it will cause 

more distress which we need to avoid…  

We always knew it was going to be a rollercoaster with  

Custard .. thank you for all the love I’m sure she feels it 
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CUSTARD 

From The Edward Foundation  3rd October 2021:   

Custard day 12  (From the vet) 
 
Today she looks better is eating and soooo much more comfortable..  
Plan is tomorrow to go under GA to access the whole situation.. 1   eye 
definitely needs to be removed maybe both .. also to look at the ears, the 
hope is to save the ears as we don’t want to leave her blind and deaf…  
 
So tomorrow’s the day we will know for sure her situation and what we 
think this poor beautiful girl can live a good comfortable life with…  
 
Once again thank you for all your love and support and it is my absolute 

pleasure to be able to help in some way to get her to the sofa she so     

deserves and she has come on in leaps and bounds so God willing we will 

get her there  

From The Edward Foundation  5th October 2021:   

 

The vet found a tumour in Custard’s throat.  There was no more to be done. 

 

“Yes, the bells ring spoke of many things, too sad to mention, but the first to answer its call was Happy and Hope,   

followed by the Angels, Rescuers and all who reside upon this plane. And just as everyone arrived a figure appeared 

upon the Bridge, a dog looking renewed, full of love, like they should have whilst they ran amongst those who live 

below. As they moved to the steps, they filled with the love and devotion given by the Rescuers, and Custard 

stepped down from the steps looking as beautiful as a dog could”  

CUSTARD : A THANK YOU  

Custard’s story is just one of many—each different, each heartbreaking. 

 

The Edward Foundation and Bulldog Rescue & Rehoming are dealing with this on a depressingly 

regular basis. 

 

It is the ugly result of puppy farming. 

 

When you buy a puppy PLEASE ensure you are buying from a reputable breeder, who is breeding 

for health, to the Bulldog Breed Standard and ensures the welfare of their dogs.  

If there is no demand for puppies from puppy farmers, there will be no market and no more 

stories like Custard. 
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The Bulldog Breed Council DVD is available through 

the website. 

An educational film  explaining  all the points in the 

Bulldog Breed Standard. 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk 

 

 

Join the Bulldog Breed Council Education Facebook Group:   

EDUCATION STATION 

Whether you wish to show your 

Bulldog or have him at home as 

the beloved pet,  socialisation 

and training are essential. 

You will probably find puppy        

socialisation classes advertised 

at your vet’s surgery, so do go 

and have fun with other puppies. 

You can find local dog training  

classes on the Kennel Club web-

site www.thekennelclub.co.uk   

Also, why not join your local 

Bulldog Club.  Go to the Bulldog 

Breed Council website 

www.bulldogbreedcouncil.co.uk

—under Contacts you will find 

the contact details of all the Club      

Secretaries. 
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Have you  ever considered Rescue and maybe rehoming a 

Bulldog. 

 

We have 2 Bulldog Rescue Charities:  

 

Bulldog Rescue  and The Edward Foundation 

 

Both of these charities do amazing work on behalf of the Bulldog Breed. Unfortunately this year, 

their fund raising activities have been severely disrupted due to the Covid pandemic. 

For details on how to contact them, or to make a donation, please go directly to 

their websites. 

Do you need specific advice about a condition or problem your bulldog displays? 

Bulldog Rescue are putting together a Bulldog Guide, aimed primarily at those that adopt 
dogs from us with specific issues, it's hoped that this section of our web site will go a long way to 
help all bulldog owners around the world. This Free Guide will be updated with articles on a regu-
lar basis and we want to know what you want to know. 

In the pipleline 

 Living with an epileptic Bulldog 

 Living with an incontinent Bulldog 

 Our Guide to avoid your dog being stolen 
 
What would you like to add? Just go to the Bulldog Rescue site, and let them know. 


